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J. Lee Rankin, General -ounsel of the Warren commission,     told the Committee it was Ais recollection that ao One from 

the Commission attemoted to interview Nosenko apout Jswald, 

me He recalled further that tha vommission decided it dig not Rlisaas 3s 

aval a experience to make a determination about Oswali's ! é oa, 
< eel Credibility. When asked whether he thought the knowladge of pee 

. reli the Commission staff about Iswale Might orovide an ad advantage Ay 

in questioning Nosenko, Rankin replied ae didn't delleve so. 

"We didn't har 

i 
fe enough information about Oswald arc any time to be £ 

V 

nformed in dapch." 

Asked if ne believed the Cra had ssecial knowladge of 

Oswald, Rankin replied: 

"IT always had the impression chat sAey knew guice a bit about the history and <hat cnaey appeared to know about as much as we did abour his life." 

Q. Were vou under any iMprasstoroa3s tO whether tne Agency 

was specificall tryiag £9 check ouc any of the information 
Pp 

¥ 

given to them by Nosenko abou swag? 

A. TI got the impression thac ndev wece doing thar and 

  

2 were 

going to do it carefully. 

MOSEMKO'S STATUS SUBSEQUENT TO THE 1968 REPORT 

The CIA nas informed the “suse Select Committees on 

Assassinations of Nosenki'3 stanus Subsequent £9 the 1963 

report: 

 



ame . 
pefiNarration: Russia - 6 

Mr. Chairman, it is aooropriake to note that a draft of 

the staff report just read was submitted to the CIA for declassi- 

fication. Within two days, the CIA declassified the entire 

draft, vequiring only a few minor changes and the deletion of 

the names of Agency personnel and sources. 

The Committee orovided both the FBI and CIA with copies 

of the report and asked the agencies if they wished to respond 

to the report ak a public hearing on September 15. The FBI 

informed the Committee thac no response would be submitted. 

The CIA has sent John Limond Hart as its official representa- 

tive to state the Agency's position on the Committee's Nosenko 

report. 

Mr. Hart is a career agent with the CIA, having served 

approximately 24 years. 4e has held the position of Chief of 

Station in Korea, Thailand, Morocco and Vietnam, as well as 

several senior posts at CIA Headquarcers. Mr. Hart nad con-   
siderable experience with Soviet intelligence and counter- 

intelligence activities while serving in various capacities in 

the United States and abroad. Hse has written two extensive 

studies on Soviet defectors, one Of which, dated 1970, dealer 

with the handling of Yuri Nosenko by the CIA. 
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9. 

Statements taken by che Commictee ar 

lL. 

  

Tapes and transcripts of om
 Statements by Mosenko to 

the CIA about Oswald on January 23 and 39, 1964 and 

July 3, 27, and 29, i964. 

The Soviet Russia Section report of 

The Security Officer's critique of the handiing of 

the Nosenko case, dated June 19, 1967. 

The security officer's sagorc, dated October 1963. 

A report written in 1975 by a ratired CIA icial rh
 

Or 

who documented internal sroblems act the CIA over 

the Nosenko controversy. 

All CIA files on Nosanko which dealt with Oswald 

or the Kennedy assassination. 

All FBI Files on Nosenko which dealt with Oswald or 

the Kennedy assassination. 

The three-page statement On Jswald written by 

Mosenko in 1969. 

wo as follows: 

The security Officer was interviewed on ab
 f£woO occasions, 

On the second of which ne gave a ljj}-oasye sworn 

deposition. 

The two KGB defeccors who preceded Nosanko, 

The Cnief of the Sovier Russia Sacrion From 1963 

to 1968, wno gave a sworn dasosition. 
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Memorandum ° WE a ce 
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TO > Mr>-Belmont parE: January 22, 1964 Looe 
fy (tee ° 
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FROM ‘A. Rosen. 17 : Tele, Naw 2 —— 
| / <7? 

! eh eee 
j } iD Canty we nn _ 

SUBILGT: PRESIDEN T's COMMISSION 

1. C 
2 ~ ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT 
|, -. JOHN F, KISNNISDY, 1-22-63 _ 

I DALLAS, TEXAS |. 

  

Mr. J. Lee Rankin advised that he was aware of the 
information that had been sect forth in Bureau reports relative to , 
correspondence had by Lee Harvey Oswald with the Communist 
Party, USA, the Socialist Workers Party and the Fair Play for 
Cuba Committee. Mr. Rankin slated that even though considerable 
information had been developed through the Bureau's sources and, 
through inlerviews conducled by the Bureau he desired that each | 
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s of these organizations be contacted officially by the Bureau at 
: . the request of the President's Commission and that each group be 

yo requested lo make available copies of all correspondence, and any 
: } . other material that they might have- available relative to Oswald. 

! Mr. Rankin was advised that his request would be 

~2 complied with and results furnished to him as soon as possible. , é 
: k 4 Appropriate instructions have been issued Lo the field to have \ 
oy this request handled immediately, LD WO Ed fe E 

» . 
oe 

YY During the conversation with Mr. Rankin, ‘he mentioned 
" that the Commission had met on the afternoon of January 21, 1964, a 

i % and that the members of the, Commission had quite-a number of tb 
~ : questions and were desirous of seeing a great deal of material. 

IN At this point, Mr. Rankin was asked if there was anything that 

1 the Bureau might do to render assislance in answering any questions 

that had been raised by the Commissioners, Mr. Rankin replied 

that he could not reveal what went on at the Commissioners' mecting. zn f 

TF doe ped me nari jo ~ 
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont | 
RE: PRESIDENT's COMMISSION on , 

fo ge y! 

4 jHe cid state that there would be some correspondence as a result } {of the Commissioners' meeting and this would be sent forward 
‘fas soon as possible to prepare the same. He volunteered no infor- mation as to whether or not the communications would be directed to the Bureau or elsewhere. 

, Mr. Rankin advised that the members of the Commission - . were aware of the large volume of work that had been handled by the Bureau and that he personally desired to express his appreciation for the help given by the Bureau, 

The foregoing is submilted for information, 
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AH, COLO. , ( ~  SALYET EOS AOOLCEE RRs rap ULE Le 
- WILLIAM S, MILUCH, SYAFY OI@TCTOH 

, 

a : as nn 

= FIPEQENICK A. O. SCHYIANZ, T4., COHIEE COUNSEL ms SELECT COMMITTEE TO i / : 7 

© CURTIS me SMOTHENS, MINGHITE COUNSEL ~ eee — 1 c ‘ 

. 
STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH . . 

‘ 
RESPECT TO IN‘CELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(ruxsuanr TO S.RES. 21, 34TH CONGRESS) : . 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

November 19, 1975 

Mr. James B. Rhoades 

Archivist of the United Stat 

National Archives and ReAGeES Service 

Seventh and Pennsylvania Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20408 

Dear Mr. Rhoades: 

Pursuant to a request by the Senate Select SAILS y 

“Myr 3 Marion Jonson: provided: members ‘o£ :the Committee 

. Staf£.two-file boxes of classified internal Warren Com- >. 

“mission memoranda on Tuesday, November 18. In’ order fo oe = 

    

..» further the Committee's investigation, -[ request. copies. 2.2: 

ee OF. the $6Llowing doquments. eee His material: eet De 

me ee : B.7 tBu PHO? 
8 PL Menoxandum, ‘to the records ; £rom W. ‘Davia wet baie 

-Slawson,.. Re: Conference with, CIA on. 3/12/64," 

  

. a --# : fie wo T Ss baw a eo 4 Ss i fee 4, 1g ” elcrank. ‘)} Sy ek ae sre Ge: L- sabi Cp 

oe 2, Memorandiim, "1/29/64 "Subject: Presence of ifs 

Pa Salvador Diaz Vexrson in Mexico around 22 amp ope I 

November 1963." iusia, 7 *Bitemed tte deine Ym ONG 
5 ; . $ : “yf, 7 

43- Letter, 2/10/64, £rgm J. Lee Rankin to Richard ~ _ 
. Helms. TS dune S Fp Bouma e Corned. by pt. & 

=? 2,7: eg P ; = ss fae! . ‘yar, © : "B58? al 

=y45 "Memorandum, 3/9/64; -to” Rankin, ‘Willens and ~ 

Redlich, from 2 7cewsun. "Telephone Conference 5 

with Rocca of CIA.” pins ay. Zieh segh fb tet hive rere G& Ul 
Se 

5. ° Memo for the record, 3/27/64, from Slawson, 

. "Res Tentative Conclusions on Lee Harvey Oswald's 

! Stay.in Mexico City: Visits to Soviet and Cuban 

Embassies." £454 22. 7. brwmseniel SY Pek t Cot. oe WS. - 
. u f f gt fa 

, . . pak rae . 

6. Memo for the, record, 4/21/64, from Slawson, su.yi-* 
e a 7 y si 4 2s 3 i. . 

T ‘S cn. AR Giett eR & oS - bok ao, Fe Dhrardy + tinged § a Cpt Le “pts * Sareh Feor 

-, 7. Memo for the record, 4/22/64, from Slawson /87«~ %* 

"Subject: Trip to Mexico City," TY damit td § 
grcbiPign terns Seok Go Ge f tx Pel. om 5° = Poa 24, 1 3? 

4 8. Memorandum, 4/15/64,’ to Rankin from Coleman - 

and Slawson. "Progress in. Area 3." 7S Damsetef t 

DECLASSIFIED a lot i, ali ape thas. yee & Cod. day fx a PS . sail 

+o = : oo 
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L “Mr. James B. Rhoades 4: 
Page Two 4! 

  

; “| Fd 

9, Memorandum, 4/3/64, from Rankin to J. Edgar fee 

. Hoover. _ ro 

10. Memorandum, 2/12/64, from Rankin to Hoover. : 

.11. Memorandum, 6/1/64, from Rankin to Hoover. : 

12. Memorandum, 2/12/64, from Rankin to Hoover. r 7 

13. Memorandum, 2/18/64, from Rankin to Hoover 4) f° 1,P EE 

(Please omit the following: . ROG BS   
o= Vast* 

    

    
  
  

   three* 

Bo referers a 2 dast. ‘Live | words ;. 

eee new lens mt a)” page: woe paragraph « one’ es Line Five PP 
re econ: word; nae ne. Be ets ee Ta 

i OMe 2)= page | one ~" paragraph © one | )@7 Mine “four =) Fn 

          

1 

4) ‘page "two" + =“paragtaph'< ‘one’ e'— line sevens 

second thru ninth word.) — - + .   14. Menorandan, 5/20/64, “from Rankin to Hoover. 

  

G fe (cf “ ex het ex 

15. Memorandum for files, 5/2/64, from Coleman/. bebe ne” "2 

oe ee Slawson, "Subject: Questions Raised by . ~ dba ot OD 

‘Ambassador Mann File." Lik R941 19;  lssas “} tof lab lore “Baw pee 

Devgg ree Me 2S i by i “ 

16. Memorandum, 4/28/54, to Rankin from Slawson, »* ve 

"Subject: Request for Information from Cuban : = 

Government." . oo ghb ~ 

pi: > 

17. .Memorandum, 3/26/64, "Subject: Mexico - CIA wee = 

Dissemination of Information on Lee Harvey . r 

Oswald." (N. B. page 2 is missing from the file.) . 

Dod Rote - 0 € doeaead ad Bagel et he Shey mee Fe BNO : 

18. Memorandum, 3/4/64, to Rankin from Charles 4 i 

Shaffer. 
i Ps h: 

. | rer Od@# 
19. Memorandum, 3/13/64, to Rankin from Shaffer. . , 

‘ . 
pe ¥ 

20. Memorandum for the record, 4/10/64, from Alfred (4 z 

Goldberg, "Talk with Barefoot Sanders." J é 
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ae + On the morning of 12/4/63 1 cailod My. Katzenbagh and advisod him that we saa NO rent) voason Ler us to have anyona At the moetine of the commission on Khursday morning; that there 1S nothing that ‘we van conts Lbate Mb hades tina. Tepodutad out | that wo were workin on the Jnvostigatioun and the repori, mand i ‘| WiLL submit 4t to the Depaytment as soon as possible, and until .f that tima we are not Saydog anything, : i 

  

7 Katzenliach said he felt 
‘| pecullar position and at lenst he would Like to have someone come ‘down before the Thursday morning meeting and brief him ag to what we axe dotngr, so that he 

Answer questions. 1 told tim that thi was undesivable; that if the question is xredsed aS Lo whal the VBL ts doing, there is a vory Simple answer, namely that we ace pressing tho investigation And the writing of the report; that. this is our major pouk and untdi) this ts completed thore iS nothings we can contribute. J 
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j polnted out that there 4s Ho guestlou ck euy veluetance on the | 44 4 part of the FBL, as we are bending every effort to produce the | : shhopnation the cowmission will need, 

| | , 5 DOM OY 
pio i 

{ Y 6 XNA} { a . . 
bie t Relative ta the second point, abowl the Texas board of 4 inquiry\NJT told Me, Katzenbach that the Divector feols   Lt would! be very unwise for this board to conduct an inquivy now: that they would havo to use our evidence, and this oviteaco is peing made availublo fixvet to the Mrestdeut's commission; fherefore, (the two inquiries would be at cross purposes, 

in full sgreement and said hls problem 
the commission of this, . 

; Katxonbach said that he had beon talking to Chief Justice re Warren, and Warren had indicated to him that the chiof counse] | ‘| for the President's commission will be Warren Olney, ha taenbach thought that this would be most Wndesireble, ‘Katsenbach said that, AS we probably know, Chae? Sustice Warren thinks that Olney can | do-no wrong, and be (the Chief Justice) had made the point that Olney iS conyorsant with the PBL'S procedures and thus would be ‘Operating Jn a familiar Lield, Katwenbach said if we have any ideas as to how Olney can be blockad as chief counsel, he would Adhe to have them, J tald him Chat, aes Sav as "Ty WAS Concerned, ~Olney.wnas an undestrablo chodee, and iL we had any thoughts we 
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| Attorney General Carr and tho others, id we wera busy inves Stigating this mat ter and toying Lo get out? 
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aif e~ | At Gil0 Py, Bespin tar Attorney General Katze hbach ca led, 

| a meeting of the Comm: Ssion, | 
My, Thursday morning, ©.|. son man Leon any interested » Kateenbach WiLL attend the meeting but ne feels that ithe | answer any questions. thal. 
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dn thig matter will sp sik self and Until the oveport as rendy, there is no real purpose PRY! Representative bene present at the’ Commiss Loa mgoting. espect to this, it is noted that satawenbach feist it was. setter Ww Widtingness: to cooperate with the Commiss ton in pvgry. li | t "A d | po of ee hg ee Ny i Kats. Kim |: | eg; yoy. petboagdu yy tt | er 
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AYO problems Avislap het tween i Attorney General Caur: ‘) 
Justice Warrens that eof i to go ahead With an inguiry and Warren wants them’ Ya iy . and the past presddent of the a ea) and seo Katzenbach tomorroy, i 
and establish ground: Katzenbach vanted to know Lf we wanted to talk to 

Lo told him we diu not, t¢ 

  

ar A oclation are to“come     pe yy He Pe Ye Nee fis es i My Katweonbach asked Whether I could sive him a timet reports. 1 told on no I could not, that we were Working 3, we could and’ that was all I could’ Say. 
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His book Legend and New York Magazine, Issue of February 27, 1978 with 

the cover indicating an article by Epstein. It has a title "A War of the 

Moles" by Edward Jay Epstein and the subtitle, Russian Spies Inside the CIA 

and the FBI. But on the first Page of the story which is on Page 28, with 

the same title, there is a subhead "An interview with Edward Jay Epstein 

by Susana Duncan." 

What follows is not organized. It is comment on the sequence of the appear- Soot a . 

ance of what T commented upon in this article. 

Duncan puffs Epstein a bit too much in the first column on page 28 at 

the bottom saying "Twelve years ago, Epstein published Inquest, the first 

and most damaging critique of the Warren Report..." He did not publish it, 

and it was not the first book on this subject. 

In answer to a question on page 30, column 1, Epstein discloses that gp fact 

about the assassination is irrelevant. His answer is "I began by rejecting 

the idea that there was something new to be found out about bullets, wounds, pet 
or, grassy knoll. Instead, I asked: Why did Lee Harvey Oswald defect the 

Soviet Union in 19592..." 

The question was "How can you hope to come up with any new facts or different 

answers?" after all the work done by some.of..the others for so many years. 

Page 30, third column, there is what I seem to remember, but can't place a 

source on in the form of an answer "Now, under the CIA's mail-opening pro-
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gram, the agency intercepted a letter written by Oswald in Moscow to his 

brother in which Oswald said that he had seen Powers." This means Francis 

Gary Powers. Epstein then said "No one had ever explained where he would 

have had the opportunity to see Powers." 

From this he builds a whole structure that need not be true. Powers was 

tried. 

He goes further in answer to another question "...and Powers also thought 

that Oswald was involved in his being shot down over Russia." 

curt 
When he was ghost writing Powers' book, Gentry called me up and did not 

indicate that Powers had said Oswald was involved in his being shot down. 

Gentry indicated to me that they were exploring that possibility because 

it would make & "good copy. He was trying to say then that without some- 

body like Oswald, it would not have been possible for the Russians to have 

shot down Jy Powers and that seems to be what Epstein is saying here. In 

the same paragraph, Epstein says that Oswald was in a position to "ascertain 

the altitude at which the U-2 flew." Epstein's proof is that Oswald worked 

at the Atsugi air base from which U-2's took off. Of course, they don't 

reach their altitude when they take off. . 

ts 
On page 31, there was a box titled!" ‘stone’: The Man Who Warned About The 

al 

Moles, 

Epstein begins by talking about the penetration or the alleged penetration of 

French intelligence by the Soviets. He concludes with this sentence "Leon 

Uris's Topaz is a fictionalization of this case."
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Cu 
The source of Topaz is Pierre de Vosjoli. j De Vosjoli wrote the book supposedly 

Zoe 
non-fiction called "Lamia". I Taguot, myself wondering why Epstein, who pagned 

this box refersed to the novel instead of the supposed non- fiction. 

While it is not important, I note one of several instances of Epstein talking 

about intelligence operations and a matter that doesn't seem to come from - 

jo —— his sources, but does seem to come from novels. He says "...but in she- late 

1957, V.M. Kovshuk, one of the key executives of the KGB, had come to 

Washington under the code name 'Komarov', presumably to activate the mole." 

It doesn't require a "key executive" of an intelligence agency "to activate 

the mole." This is normally done by other than those who are up at the top. 

\ 

At the bottom of this page, and continuing thereafter, Epstein goes into the 

story of a Russian official at the United Nations who became an FBI spy. 

The man is known under the code name "Fedora". I note in passing that from 

what is in this article alone, it would not be difficult for the Russians 

to identify Fedora. 

i 

as . . 
In the first column on page 32, Epstein is answering a question of why CIA 

and FBI officers were willing to talk to him and give him facts about the 

case. Epstein replies, limiting himself to "The CIA officers I approached." 

In his explanation, he said "...I received some documents under Freedom of 

Information which mentioned them or their cases." 
  

A 
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This states pretty clearly that he got documents under Freedom of Information 

from CIA and the names or other identities of CIA officials or case officers 

were left in the records that Epstein obtained. 

In response to another question, he gives added detail of what he obtained un- 

der Freedom of Information "...documents mentioning their nameSor operational 

detalls of a case." Presumably, operational detail and name are exempt under 

the Act from the way the CIA treats the records that “I obtained from it. 

In the next column, toward the top, he talks anes having been able to identify 

from rhe records he received or from other sources the man who handled Nosenko 
' 

and who had retired. Epstein says "We met at the Waterloo, battlefield in 
' 

Belgium, and I showed him about a hundred pages of documents that involved hin. 

I had acquired these documents under Freedom of Information." 

I have a Nosenko request several years old at the CIA and TI. have received no 

response to it. 

Beginning a little below the middle of the second column on page 32, there are 

these questions and answers: 

wu 

Q. Did you ever get to see Nosenko? And if so, how? 

A. Yes. The CIA put me onto hin. 

Q. How do‘ you explain that? 

A. I presume that it found out I was writing a book on Lee Harvey 

Oswald and it wanted me to put Nosenko's message in it. Nosenko's 

message was that Oswald was a complete loner in the Soviet Union
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and never had any connection or debriefing by the KGB. I 

spent about four hours interviewing Nosenko. 

Q. Your book strongly suggests that Nosenko is a fake. Do you 

believe the CIA was trying to mislead you be sending you to 

him? . 

A. Yes. It sent me Nosenko as a Lesitimate witness té Oswald's 

activities in the Soviet Union without telling me that Nosenko 

' . * 

had been suspected of being a Soviet. disinformation agent." | 

i 

This is very important in terms of the official representations in my Civil 

Y 
Action 75-1448 and the Appeal#771831. The Nosenko transcript of the Warren 

Commission of June 23, 1964 is one of the transcripts withheld. The re- 

presentations are in the court records. This proves that the representations 

are false and were known to be false by those who made them. Now, Epstein 

is a little bit disingenuous. or he knows less than he pretends. He claims 

the CIA did not tell him that Nosenko "had been suspected, of being a Soviet 
- 7) 4 fi 

4 Awe . pa _) 
disinformation agent." Several years,‘Danny Shord keard that on CBS. ke THit 

was, I am surey from Epstein's account of his book, prior to the beginning of 

Epstein's book po) . ol 
i 

fw 

Epstein does not make a vice of consistency. In the caption @f page 347 it 

nok fia ton, 
says thet Nosenko "even disorientation techniques didn+t break him." But on 

4 

page 35 in a box titled "Nosenko: The Red Herring" signed by Epstein, it says 
Medse?’ 

"Under intensive cross-examination, Nosenko broke down!’ te refute each other. 

In the same box which takes up all of page 35, Epstein represents of Nosenko
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"He claimed that he was the KGB officer who had superintended Lee Harvey 

Oswald's file during his three years in Russia..." This is not a representa- 

tion attributed to Nosenko by the FBI which interviewed Nosenko right’ after 

he was brought to the United States by the CIA. All Nosenko represented, 

according to the FBI, is having had ecuess to the Oswald file when it was 

flown from Minsk to Moscow after the assassination. 

This is Epstein's explanation of how Nosenko got to the United States after 

his defection: "Given Nosenko's status as an Oswald witness, the CIA had no 

choice, and Nosenko came to the United States." 

I can't imagine any circumstances under which they would not have taken a KGB 

officer of Nosenko's rank to the United States. 

In the middle of the second column on page 35, Epstein attributes suspicion 
Gig” 

of Nosenko to Angleton. My belief is that Angleton did-not like Nosenko's 

story because he wanted to be able to have a "red" ,the Kennedy assassin. 

  

I'd be surprised if this is not the beginning of Angleton's suspicions. 

2° w! 

Myitur = 
wel ine Again relating to the CIA and my FOIA request: "Finally, in 1967, the CIA's’ 
_ — 

lewn)™ Soviet Russia Division was asked to produce a report on Nosenko. The report, 

which ran 900 pages in length, virtually indicted Nosenko as a Soviet agent." 

This report would be within my Nosenko request and I, of course, have not 

received it. 

| hia 
ALtheugh Epstein says that Nosenko was a disinformation agenty and that -he-,-- had 

to be suppressed otherwisey the Warren Commission would have had to change its 
J .
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At 

(€he identity of Fedora 

“ fon 
conclusions about Oswald's connections with the KGB. Epstein, says, "Te was 

finally decided in 1968 to give Nosenko $30,000 a year as a ‘consultant! to 

the CLA, a new identity, and a new home in North Carolina." ‘The last sentences 

in this box are "Seven years later, after the Angleton firing, Nosenko was re 

hablittated. e's now Lo Washington handling 120 cases for ‘new! CLA." 

lo 
There wea a box on Fedora on page 36. In the middle of this box, there is an 

. 3 oe ae . \ . . 7) 

item that, if nothing Shee thie would have disclosed, to tha Soviet Unions 

Epstein says 

—-— 

  

..-it was Fedora 

who poisioned the atmosphere", meaning at the time of the Pentagon papers 

leaking, "by telling the FB: that the papers had been leaked tc Soviet 

intelligence." 

Light - 

When Epstein is asked how it is that Angleton spoke to him Gin the, second 

column of page 36) his reply is "Because I had already interviewed Nosenko. 

Angleton knew that Since Nosenko was working for the CIA, he wouldn't have 

seen me unless the CIA had sent him." Epstein says that Angleton "wanted to 

know why, after keeping Nosenko in isolation for 13 years, the CIA would 

suddenly send him to see a journalist doing a story about Oswald." 

vr 
This isn't true. Nosenko was interviewed by Baron for the book KGB. There, te 

(ip t a 
isn't much about Angleton's connection with that book or with John Raion whol. % 

was the project director of the Epstein project for Readers Digest. 

At the‘top of the first column on page 37, there is further indication of the 

assistance the CIA gave to Epstein. Epstein recounts his interest in running 

"down a lead concerning Pavel Voloshin."' He says of this "I got a CIA ‘trace!’
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ln the Yo sili he Shy ch a nA Traces auf het dney ii 
heer made gerler- onl Aven, 

on Volostin, and he turned out to be a bn officer. m5 

In the middle of the third column of this page, when asked about help from 

the FBI, Epstein's answer "It provided me with very little information, but 

what they did give me was generally straightforward, and I think they tried 

to be as helpful as they could. "" There was a box on page 38 titled "A Warning 
Bs 

From the 'Old' CIA." In, the middle m@& the magazine discloses its political 

perspective by referring to "the present detente devotees." 

This question and answer from the middle of the second column also indicates 

that Epstein, if he is telling the truth, was given access to the kind of 

material that is properly exempt under FOIA: 

"Q. Which of the spies that you mention in your book have never 

been discussed in print? | 

A. All the stories are almost totally new. Fedora has never 

been ment toned to my knowledpe.  NeLther las Stone. The 

breaking of Nosenko's story has never been mentioned , and it xo wer 

leads .one to wonder how much is still left to uncover." 

Toward the top of the third column, again relating to the CIA's deletion of 

all names from the recordsy it supplies and even from the records of other 

agencies: Epstein is explaining his own view of what happened to the CIA 

under begs. Epstein repeats that Angleton was fired. He then quotes one 

rx: 
of Angleton's quotes "keystaf fers! giving his name, Newton Milfier. 

From this first of a series of articles, it is apparent that Epstein had extra- 

iad



“y 
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ordinary help from the CIA as an organization and from some of those no 
Sees ‘ i cen WS . longer with the CIA, some! like Angletog (fired, others retired. It also is 

  

apparent that Epstein has not changed and still proceeds ag did the Warren 

Commission and the'rest of the government, on the assumption of Oswald's guilt 

rather than by proving it. His approach is essentially that of George / bho) Row had-motiee alse decided thy t motive a me McMillan, having decided that -had_no motive, Oswald—therefere,—be- asta hake 

Fath AE ao gay 
tye hae = 

yes 

If the representation§ Civil Action751448 are truthful, this article alone 

is proof of the Commission of ptiminal Xets by people in the CIA. 

(2 learned the night of February 27 that the new issue of New York Magazine 

has come to Frederick, a copy is being saved for me. TI will get it in the 

morning and go over it as soon as I can.) (See /ater ty pu wolia- He |
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Cet’ t Det pai 
Po ure elecla 

SUEJECT 3 ‘Cosments on President Kennedy's 

Assassination ad 

a 

1. We should understand that ny coments which follow are sete 

based solely on the thesis that OSWALD was specifically dispatched to- 

rurder our President. The very real possibility also exists that 

OSWALD was sent here on enother mission by the KGB and subsequently 

eccomplished the deed on his awn initiative. However, such.a pasate iny 

- @oes not make the KGB less culpable as the seeds for OSWALD's act 

rust have been planted while he was being trained in.the USSR for his 

other mission. We might first examine the question uppermost in the a 

minds of most Americans, “Woat did the USSR have to gain by killing 

-the President?" JI believe we can make a good case as to the precise: 

gains accrueing to the USSR and more poscificelly accruzing to | ° 

KAUSSCHEV. In preface let me admonish my readers not to play dom 

the political aspects .of Ssviet intelligence operations. The American 

intelligence services" apolitical apprceach to interpreting and - 

countering Soviet intelligence overations frankly frightens me at -.-. oe 5 

times. But more specifically the assassination of President Kenneay ” 

would accomplish the following for KHRUSHCHEV personally: 

. a. Western pressure behind the leadership of the USA would. . 

automatically ease up. Witness President Johnson's immediate ; 

' conciliatory telegram to KERUSHCEEV, after the murder. We might - - 

mention thet the US4 was the chief proponent for not extending - —_ 

long range credits to the USSR. Extension of 10g range a a8 . 

vitel to the USSR at this gE : . Lite, se 

w
t
 

a 

uo 
Se
 

at
v 

wi 

‘be This leniis us dette o the most presets ‘problem within ‘the 

USSR. The West persistently underrates the extent of the Sovlet 

internal situation. It was ry prediction that asa result of the 

misranagement of the 1563 harvest and the CHICOM arguments that . 

‘ KERUSHCHEV would resign during the upcaning December plenum of the 

Coz=nist Party of the USSR. Cur President's death thus effectively — 

diverts the Soviets? attention from their internal problems. It 

directly affects KHRUSHCHEY’s longevity. ag at 

ce In the Cuban situation any USA or Cuban ‘expatriate toe 

actions agninst Cuba will now be tainted by the fect that these are 

enseful acts against Cuba beceuse of OSWALD's "Fair Play for Cuba” 

t
c
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associations. Opviously the Soviets propsrly duterpret our situation - 

in that President JOSNSON will restrain any planned interventions dn 

Cuba for a long times 

-
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a. A more amenable America wil1 strengthen KGRUSHCHEV's 

hand an btn rusninrg battle with the Caolcohs, He will thus have 
another reason to say his form of peaceful. coexistence is superior 
to that of the CaICOMs',. , 

e. Conceivably any of President KENHEDY's planned actions 
to get even mare firm with the Soviets during the pre-election year 
fare thus sabotaged by the President?s murder. - . 

f. The Soviets obviously understood that the death of President 
KE2MREDY would result in the emergence of DeCAULLE as a strong Western 
leader. DeGAULLE of course says "what's good for France ‘ia not necessarily 

_ bad far the USSR." . ee oe, wrfgead*, fo: 

o gy The death of President KENNEDY removes a popular rallying” .” 
point for our allies. Furtherrore, and more pertinent, his death a fu tso 
removes a symbol for Soviet intellectuals who have inevitably made -. 
invidious comparisons between their owm intellectual desert and the : 
flowering of the arts under-the KEMNEDYs. The problem of the intellectyals in the USSR should not be interpreted as the least of KHRUSECHEV! 8 . internal problens. We!must reeall. that beginning with Lenin, intellectuals . _ have provided the impetus for revolution in the USSR and they comprise 
one of the three balls KHRUSHCEEV must constantly juggle——the intellectuals, the Party and the Military. _- eth eae og. “ 

he If the USSR has any ambitious aims in nanipulating U.S. |.’ - public opinion their mirder of President KE’GEDY would serve to oo : ‘O°  . exmeerbate the present differences between the radical lett and a right in. America. In fact the USSR propaganda machine began to say ©: : °: the murder was committed by the radical vight as soon as the deed was. : done and before OSWALD waa captured. eT es Bee eet ee 
~ i. Finally, the death of President KENNEDY, whether a planned operation ar not, will serve the most obvious purpose of providing | _ proof af the power and amiscience of the KGB. This application of sheer terror could be interpreted as a warning to Russia's own citizens, as the Soviet intelligence services have suffered sanz very real xeverses recently with PENKOVSRY, COLITSIN's defection, their ignexinicus / expulsion fron the Congo, &tc. I have long predicted that the USSR: would take some drastic action to halt the rapid erosion of their . he 6earity. ee 

mo rahe Nag 

2. Can we briefly view the OSWALD operaticn as a mounted KGB operation to kill the President? What are the essential ingredients? 

- §&. ‘The KGB had sore three years to assess OSWALD in the USSR. Jayren will deprecate the value that the KGB attaches to such on the 
-_ e 
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bpot assessment. They may also say that OSWALD was'a nut and properly 

vould not be entrusted with such an operation by the KGS. However the 

GB properly knows that historically most assassins have been unbalanced 

insludjusted typeGe 

b. In such an operation the KGB could not use a Soviet citizen’ 

thoush the very real possibility exists thst OSWALD was assisted by 

a Soviet Legal of the KGB 13th Department. Sticking to essentials 

Tt was a good pian that did succeeds a ; 

c. OSWALD did escape from the boos building. — ce 

ad. He did get to o theater which could have been his point Mag in, 

of contact with his illegal case officer. Certainly we know the KGB's |. - 

penchant for using theaters for reeting places.- oe Sg ty 

_e. After bis errest, which was only due to hia unforturate , ; 

encounter with Policemen TIPPET, OSWALD did renain sllent. How like ~.,:° 

the behuvior of Col. ABEL was his behavior in this regarde ~ 2: -.: 

3. Also the very real possibility exists that the KGB intended . ~ 

to liquidate OSWALD after he did the job. His meeting in the theater 

was probably for just such a licuidation or removal from the scene, 

‘In RUBY'6 pert in the operation we must recognize the possibility that 

RUBY was also a KGB hatchet man. Looking at the bare essentials of | |. 

his part in the operaticn we see the followings — : ee 

a. RUBY had access to the ‘police station. Reports bay he 

a Mn fs personally Imew most policemen. 

be He successfully silenced OSWALD. 

  

c. RUBY remains silent and his cover is holding upe t 

a. He has a good legend of temporary insanity. - 
a 

e. Ee has a reasonable chance to escape the death sentences - 

h, The undersigned might be better qualified to comment on the 

OSYALD eapects cf this case if we knew the following about his activities 

prior to his departure to the USSR: (a., be, end c. below offer three 

possible enswers to the question, "Why did he go to Moscow?" 

no. First, OSWALD was a self-made Marxist or Communist who 

decided to go ca his own; that is, he made this decision by hirself 

and prazpted by no one. . He possibly was looking for a better life 

without knowing what the Soviet Union really 16- ea 

ee ae 
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be Second, efter OSWALD's discharge ag an "undesirable" 

fron the Marines, be found himself ina divficult and wopleasant . 

nituation; is it possible that in this situation he-waa noticed by 

oa cpovter or recruLter for the Tiegals or some other department and 

was considered as 4 possible candidate for use or recruitment? The 

fuLL Information about OSWALD wes sent to Moscod, and on Kascow's 

oraer an investigation of OSWALD was made and there followed a decision 

to “invite” him to Mescow. Using the word "Sovite", the undersigned 

bas in mind that sors egents or recrulters through cosversatioas with 

OSWALD, but without actually suggesting the trip itself, inspired 

OSWALD to trevel to the uSSR. And, in this case, it is possible tkat 

pomeone gave him some financial assistance and s5oms advice on how to atte 

do this. v1 es ~ a ' we ates (ete Ee 

c. Third, OSWALD went to Moscow, or was sent to Moscow, ~ °- 

by some pro-Soviet, pro-Comanist, pro~Cuban crganizstion(s), 
yo 

having in mind that he would atey in the Soviet Union for a few years, - 

’ Yearning more about the Soviet Union and receiving instructzons for" 

futuse operatiors, activities, etce 

Se Knowing for sure +hat the Soviets never give a visa without 

raking an investigatioa of the person making the application, we have . 

to make our own investigation of the following questions: ie tbs 

a. When did OSWALD first begin to express his wish to go 

to the Soviet Union? | Se eg 

b. ‘To vnon aia he talk, whom did he contact at this early - °° 

time, and how much time elapsed between these talks and contects and -° oo 

his application? =; - eo wate d om 

Ge How, when and through whon did CSWALD get his Soviet visa — 

a. How long aid at take for him to get the visa? ks, 

—
e
 

e. Who persorally gave the visa to OSWALD? ‘We must know if - . 

the person at the Enbassy who talked to CSWALD was a KGB exployete ‘a 

f. When and how did OSWALD travel to the USSR (eir, seas 

through thich countries; in which countries, if emy, did he make Btops; 

how jong were such stops)? 

6.2) Together with the above, 1t 1s very jrportant to know of 

OSWALD's circumstances before his trip to the USSR. Who knew In advence 

that he was going and who knew that he had goner Mother, brother, 

relatives, friends, neighbors, girl friends, ‘boy friends, old buddies, etce? 
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5. | = 

Yo whom did OSWALD say goodbye before he Lert for the USSK: personally - 

or by telephone, by m311? Did he ever ask anyone any guestions on  \ 

traveling to the USSR? Whom? : 

6b osvALD in Moscow. When OSWALD arrived in Moscow, he was 
under observation, investigation end complete control by the KGB. In 

this particular case, under the Second Chtef Directorate (CI). Being 

under the control of the KGB, at the same time he was under heavy 

Juvestigation directed at answering the question of why this stupid 

Arerican had come to the USSR (it doesn't make any dirference whether 

they knew in advance about OSWALD or ndt; anyway, they would conduct 

cucn an investigation). Every possible bit of inforration wes taken . 

froa OSWALD about the USA, especially about his service in the Marine ‘37 7.0". ° 

Carps, etc. At the seme time, OSWALD was under constant observation : : 

und study for possible future use by the Soviet Intelligence and CL 
bervices. ae wo Pe, ee ome ES Bebe ee ae 

7.» It should be noted here that any foreigner, especially an | 

Anericar, who arrives in the USSR for permanent or prolonged stay ~ 

always 19 examined by the Soviet State Security as a possible candidate ~ 

for future use (special training and recruitment )within the USA or 
other countries (but against the USA). After a good study and inves= 
tication which continues abouts six months in Moscow, under normal - 

Lirancie1 support and rinimim caxfort from the KGB, the KGB makes its 

conclusions: that OSWALD is clear and fis who he claims to be and -” 
that he might possibly be used or useful for Soviet Intelligence or 
CL Service. NOLE: the undersigned believes that during his (OSWALD's ) . 
first few months in Moscow, additional inquiry end investigation of | 
OSWALD was going on through the Soviet Exbassy in hashington and 
throvgh Soviet agent networks ‘in the USA and possibly through prow = 7s 
Soviet and pro-Commnist organizations within the USAe — 

8. After being a few weeks or months in Moscow, OSWALD expressed 
a wish to stay forever in the Soviet Union and to be a Soviet citizen. 
Then the KGB-eaid to hin: "If you really want to be a Soviet citizen 
and serve the Cocsunist cause, you mist denounce American Irperialisn 
“and American citizenship." Therefore, somewhere in this period, © Fe 

OSWALD went to the US Excbassy and renounced his US cltizenshipe ~ =", 
ffter this act State Security decided to give OSWALD some kind of job: . 
in accordance with his knowledge and capabilities, at the same tine - 

contimuing to study hin as a potential agente 7 * a 
e 

2 

9. Because to make a good agent ‘takes a long time and because 1 
OSWALD was tiroatient—and because he had not yet been given. Soviet : , 
citizenshiz—the KGB decided not to rake of him a good agent, but did . 
not bresk xelations with him and decided to use him in a more or less 
open waye ° . . te = : 
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10, When CGaALD Bowed suue Aiesabisfact+c= ebout the Soviet way 

of fe (1% is ususl for fiericans)—and by this tine OSWALD had already 

ret hie girl friend (the KGB probably helped him to find her--to meke 

' : him happy und to rake sure thet he would not leave the Soviet Union) 

the KGB at the same the continued to train hin, probably in the way | ~ 

of en old-fashioned Yarxist, telling, him thet he would be a good ° 

Lighter against imperialists and against Arericar millionaires, such 

no ROCKEFELLER, KENKEDY and others. And somewhere here, while in this 

yind of trainizg, & low level case officer of State Security told hin 

i that to beve a better life in the US you have to fight very hard to 

pury cupitelisn, as our Bikita Sergeyevich sey35 together with 

j cepitelism, you have to bury all tke millicaaires, including your 

first beest and Dlood~=sucker, KERNEDY (NOME: this is not a teal. . 

giory; it is the way in which State Security operates with the stupid | .- o 

“Mardsts and with naive followers of the Communist movenent). If on wee 

a high level within the KGB it was decided that there is nothing good ~ 

4 in OSWALD end that he is just a naive Arerican and thet he could not 

j be relied upon fully, put that nonetheless he could be used because 

; he is for our cause and is against capitalism in general, then the . 

following wold have been sugsested—after OSWALD already bad asked ~ 

pexmission to return to the USA: OSWALD was told to be e good 

fighter egoinst capitdlism and to secure your Soviet citizenship, you 

must show yourself as a good fighter for the Com=inist cause inside 

the USA; then, we give you permission because We pelieve you are & 

strong Marsdist to yeturn to the USA and to do something for our 

common cause, such as to helo any American pro-Soviet orgenizetions 

or, for instance, become a member of a Free Cuba Cazmittee or in case 

of crisis to do ‘something outstanding~-that will be noticeable everywhere== 

that will prove that you are a real Communist. Then, somewhere here, if - 

he was already 2 Soviet agent or note, the girl showed up, or she was 

. there befare, but by: this time she was pregnant and OSWALD decided to ~ + 

go to the USA. Then he was told. After this talk, OSWALD shoutede= 

_ where is your freedom? she is my wife, we have a child, and I would 

like to go. If he did rake a big noise, they decided to let him and 

her go; or if he already was & trained agent, then without any kind _ 

of noise on his part, but with some difficulties, permission was granted - 

for her to go with hime . “og . . . ~ ow 

  
1. looking at the wife of CSWALD, we should have in wind that ie 

phe’ was and still is an agent or at Least a low-level informant of the 

KGB. if she was not before she met OSWALD, phe became so after the : 

becond day she met hin. This is the reguiztion in State Security on © 

how to handle foreigners--it makes no difference whether they ere . - * 

Communists or note : r 
me 

8 
e 

12, ‘Investigation of OSWALD's wife should be undertaken a8 , o. 

s00n as possible, with special attention being paid the questions to follow:  



  hgh 1s Ba Ri dae frm d deed alain LC hie fon dy ta at Lo hots. kefhy sans x saith WAV lb ub heaitih Le aa atias beatesdih Kbit itn UP bbe oxtecebtrial, 8 tal unbaked 

or a meant and in what neighbarhood? 

no difference if they were agents or not.) 

“y Dat Lande a stsins dicithtd, nal indeed fe nos 

| te, 

a. First, who is she? Her education, profession, ege, family 
background, Party affiliation (Kensomol membership). If she was a 
nenver of the Kozsozol, then the Komsorol organization wll) tuke any | 
steps possible ageinst her traveling to the US. Also, she must be 

expelled from the Komsazol, and then she automatically would be © 
considered a member of the Imperialist Carp. Then, if she was a member 
of the Karsomel and this action did not take place, it was because of 
KGB interference ageinst such action. The same action would relate 

to ery of her relatives—father, mother, brothers.s+eif they were 
merbers of the CPSU or Kemsomol. s : 

ye rey 

Te 

be To which offices was she invited before and after their 
rerriage? If she was invited to sone officiel Soviet offices, and if. 

. these offices asked her not to marry a foreigner end not to go with *". = 
hin, then probably she was not a member of the Konsomol and she did 
it on ker own will; but if she answers that no one invited her to 
such of ices, then the whole job was done by the KGBe~snoothly 2 and . 
quietly, with no tall. zoing around about it. . . a on a . 

Ce Wao helped her end how 1 — times ‘to write papera for 
the Soviet Miaistry cf Foreign Affairs to say that she had rEarried . 
an Arrican citizen end would like to go with him to the USA? If 
it was’ done a few tires and with great difficulties, then probably 

- Jt was done only with a little helo from the KGB. If, however, the . ~~ 
papers were prepared only once and permission was granted after only * 
@ few months’ wait, then everything was done by the KGB . (According 
to the Arerican rewspapers, her application for permission to coxz2 to - ; ls 
the US.was processed very easily and quickly.) — lot Ree 

.d, When and where did they register thete rarriage? who were - 
the witnesses to that marriase? How many relatives and friends (of 
wife) were present at the wedding and celebration. -What kind of 
gifts did they receive at the time of marriage and from whom? Where - 
cid they teke up residence efter marriage? Were they aia an npariiienty 

"es Where did her husband, OSWALD, work? qn what factory? 2 
What were his hours of work? How long did he spend iin Moscow before 
he went to )iinsk? Who chose Minsk—did he or did someone else?  —- =: 

f. Who were her husband's friends? Fran what circles? oa, 
Workers? Intellectuals? eos gt af 

"Be Hov many _— were she and her husband-~while they 1 ‘ee’, . 
together =» invited to the police stations or any other Soviet oe 

Borernment offices, together or separately? (NOTE: There is no ithe 
office than the KGB which would make such an invitation. It makes 

 



wae 
- Soviet Exbessy in Mexico City. A frien 

sob Moths soadidab . dua - A 5 ‘ig aca ha teases eae 4, wth teticatecal sealed eis Toul 

h. How srart (intelligent) is she? Does she really speak 

no Fuglish? Is her Eoclish better then she shows or better than it . 

should be after being here only two years? Or worse? : : 

4. What dces she say about lite in the Soviet Union? 

je Did her husband have a gun while he was in the Soviet. 

Union? If s0, how does she know about it? When did he get 1t? Did he 

pave special peraissloa to carry a gun?, Did he bring this gun with 

him across the bordse=? For your information, nobody carries a gun 

in the USSR without the KGB eventually learning of it. least of all 

en American. ne a - Cote a 

‘ k. Who gave finsncial help to them before they left the 

Scriet Union? (Nora: For a regular worver in the Soviet Union, it 1s 

impossible to save enough money to buy 4 ticket and make any kind. of 

preparetions to go abroad. ) ye ma 

1. Who gave instructions to OSWALD to ask for firarcialL 

assistance at the American Exbessy upon his return to the. USA? 

mm. Was their first child born in Russia--baptized in the USSR? . ° 

If s0, in what church? Whose idea was it? Did they paptize their 

second child, born in the US? So 

n. If OSWALD never hed a permanent job here in the DSA, then 

who was going to finance his next trip to the USSR? How ruck did his j 

wife know about his plan to return to the USSR via Cuba? - ae 

13. The investigation of the wite should be made step by step, - 

keeping in mind and never forgetting that OSWALD as well. as she we 

herself were under constant observation and with constant contacts 

with organs of the KGB. Without such observation and contacts with , Zc, 

organs of the KGB, no foreigner can dive within the Soviet Union. 7 Bee S
o
y
,
 

“gt et 

segs 
“
—
 

this ease we should not lose the initietive. 
§ the FBI, throuz: . in ery “4nvestigetion of 

.i- In view of the extraordinary circu=stances surrounding this cess 
USSR provide al 

the Deperteent of Stete, could logically enough request that the 

evailesble info on CSWALD's story in the USSR end the purpose of his visit to the 

aly netion can be expected to Meme such 

e request. We might learn a great deal from the Soviet reply- hron Cs 

 


